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This Symposium will begin with the companies that stand to benefit the most from standardizing battery cells for the electric and hybrid vehicle
segment: the OEMs.  The number of standards dealing with sizes worldwide has dropped by 50% over the last few years allowing them to
concentrate on vehicle platform designs and not having to worry about fitting new sizes into their vehicle architectures.  Speakers will discuss their
philosophies on standardization and why it encourages adoption of electric and hybrid vehicles on the road in greater numbers.
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Opening Keynote: Accelerating Technology Adoption through
Standardization

Discussion of the development of ISO/IEC PAS 16898:2012
"Electrically Propelled Road Vehicles -- Dimensions and Designation
of Secondary Lithium-ion Cells"

Neil Maguire, JuiceBox Energy, Inc.

Adam Timmons, Chrysler Group LLC
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Innovation and creativity in basic science unleashes new technologies that solve
long standing challenges and result in the introduction of new products and
applications to the market. The adoption of these technologies however,
ultimately rests in the engineering process of not just getting the first product to
work but ensuring that millions of products never fail. At the same time, the
engineer must always understand the path towards cost reduction while meeting
evolving consumer expectations.</p>
The large scale lithium-ion cell industry continues to produce innovative materials
and electrochemical advances. And with the first round of xEV's now available in
the market, the engineering process of getting millions to never fail is long
underway. However, to rapidly grow the adoption of xEVs the focus is now on
cost reduction and broadening the portfolio of vehicle models. </p>
We have seen this challenge before in the battery industry. As with the small
scale lithium-ion cell developments in the 1990s, the exterior packing of
advanced materials is not a differentiator for manufacturers. Likewise, the
opportunity at hand is to adopt a set of common cell sizes. A set of standard cell
sizes does not prevent innovation and creativity at the electrochemical level
rather it provides a platform for rapid introduction of new technologies, enables
significant manufacturing cost reduction, enables faster time-to-market for pack
developers and improves safety.

Starting with a list of automotive battery cell size standards proposed by the
German VDA, ISO convened a workgroup effort within TC22 SC21 to document
the international position on ¿Electrically propelled road vehicles -- Dimensions
and designation of secondary lithium-ion cells¿. The US position was collected
by the USABC and communicated through ANSI to ISO. From international
contributions, the number of contributed sizes toward the international standard
was large. Ultimately the ISO vote was for a Publicly Available Specification
(PAS) rather than a standard. The US and German contributions from the USABC
and VDA, respectively, to the ISO/IEC PAS 16898:2012 will be presented. The
size metrics used in the ISO PAS will be described. Chrysler¿s opinion on vehicle
battery design benefits and other implications associated with standardizing
battery cell sizes will be discussed.
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Supplier Reaction to Battery Cell Size Standardization
Session Code: BCS300
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How are the suppliers of the batteries reacting to the requests by OEMs to reduce the number of cell sizes?  How does this affect the manufacturers
of the cells themselves?  What are their concerns and advice to the OEMs?

Lawrence B. Thomas, Primet Precision MaterialsChairpersons - 
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Size Matters

Networking and Refreshment Break

Standardization to Drive Manufacturing Efficiency

Energy Storage System Integration of Common Cell Formats

Joseph Lograsso, Greg Maclean, General Motors Co.

Craig Rigby, Johnson Controls Power Solutions

John Warner, Magna Steyr North America
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10:00 a.m.Session Time:

Lithium Ion battery size standardization at the lowest level represented by cell
size is a challenging question for vehicle and battery manufacturers.  History of
battery size standards for starter batteries has shown size standards can be
effectively developed.  Efforts to catalogue different automotive LiIon battery sizes
are under way.  Several factors must be considered when developing standard
cell sizes as well as in determining value and benefits.  Some of these will be
discussed and debated.  Finally, the drivers and areas of greatest focus towards
size standards will be suggested for discussion.

The ¿working proposals¿ for standardization of lithium ion cells for electrified
vehicles have been in process for over three years within the VDA and, more
recently, ISO. Standardization, while having many positive attributes, has to be
balanced with the realities of the evolving electrified marketplace. Consumers'
needs and lifestyles demand a variety of vehicle segments ¿ each with different
levels of performance, functionality, people carrying space, and cargo carrying
space. All of these differences result in different requirements on the battery
system and, consequently, on the lithium ion cells inside the battery system.
Standardization offers the ability to reduce the time it takes to engineer vehicles,
but standardization also reduces the flexibility of where batteries are located and
impacts the tradeoffs that package engineers must make.

This discussion will focus on the standardization of cells and modules and will
discuss the benefits of each from the system integrator¿s perspective: 1)
enabling quick concept development through the use of common designs, 2)
enables cost reductions through growing volumes of ¿standard¿ cells and
components in multiple applications, and 3) enables more efficient manufacturing
processes to be established and commonized across RESS products.
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Cell Size Standardization Impact to Battery Chemistry Innovation
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Panel

Factors Driving Size (VDA & non-standard) of Metal Containers for li-
ion Cells

Expert Panel Discussion:  Working to the Goal of Fewer Cell Size
Standards

Networking Lunch

Jeff Lauinger, HTTM

Current VDA standards dictate outside packaging dimensions for prismatic and
cylindrical battery cells.  These standards do not address many other factors that
drive the final design of the can and cover such as:  Inside dimensions, material
thickness, material type, radii, can features, cover terminal locations and
configurations, burst discs, vent seams and other safety features.</p>
HTTM understands that size standardization is key for decreasing the can and
cover costs.  We want to discuss the factors that tend to hinder ¿economic¿
standardization of the cell container system.   </p>

Discussion considerations and factors influencing standardization are as follows:
</p>

Cell Level:<br>
Can and Cover inside dimensions, radii, material type, material thickness and
design features are all impacted by:<br>
¿ Manufacturing process (deep draw stamping vs. others) <br>
¿ Anode and Cathode Electrode design, current flow and density effect<br>
¿ Termination and buss bar connection design<br>
¿ Thermal management requirements and cooling system type (air, liquid, solid)
<br>
¿ Cover attachment method to can (weld, mechanical seal, others) <br>
¿ Cell operating pressure and cyclical loading<br>
¿ Safety burst vent, CID, long term integrity of the container seal, puncture
resistance<br>
¿ Cell chemistry<br>
¿ Cell mounting and retention<br>
¿ Other requirements such as surface finish, coatings, sleeves and insulators<br>

Battery cells are the fundamental building blocks of modules and packs, yet there
are still many sizes to pick from adding both to too many pack and module
designs and the lack of commodity prices.  To understand the cell¿s performance
in any combination will allow engineers to more quickly adapt packs and modules
to changes that come from other parts of the OEM, such as interior design or
BIW.  In this panel discussion, the morning speakers from the OEMs and battery
manufacturers will discuss how they will work together to reduce the number of
cell size standards that are currently being used by the OEM vehicle design
centers so vehicle platform design can be accomplished with as few problems as
possible.<br>

Monique Richard, Toyota Motor Engineering & Mfg NA
Inc.Panelists -

Jeff Lauinger, HTTM; Joseph Lograsso, General Motors Co.;
Neil Maguire, JuiceBox Energy, Inc.; Craig Rigby, Johnson
Controls Power Solutions; Adam Timmons, Chrysler Group
LLC; John Warner, Magna Steyr North America; 

Moderators - 
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Speakers will discuss what the reduction in the number of standard sizes does to their place in the manufacturing of batteries for electric and hybrid
vehicles.  What are going to be their challenges?  How will the chemistry companies innovate?  Will this hamper their efforts to innovate?
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Which Cell Forms Provide Better Fitting Arrays While Ass
embling Modules and Packs

Standardization is an Impossible Task without Uniformity in Materials

Sung-Hoon Kim, Samsung SDI Co., Ltd.

Lawrence B. Thomas, Primet Precision Materials
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Since cell form factor directly influences battery and pack dimensions, every OEM
and Tier1 pack makers have pursued optimized dimensions of cells to fit in their
specific array structures and design concepts. Meanwhile, cell makers have
developed their own dimensions of cells to make so-called `balanced cells¿
regarding performance, safety and productivity.</p>

Over the past several years, both automotive and Li-ion battery industries have
put their efforts into cell dimension standardization, but a successful solution has
not been introduced yet. On the other hand, there exist some skeptical views
questioning whether it is really beneficial for both industries to make standardized
cell dimensions. Despite these opposite views, from numerous experiences, it is
generally agreed that having a platform design is much more profitable. </p>

Today, SDI , as a leading contributor in Li- battery industry, would like to suggest
some effective ways and factors to consider in drawing effective standard cell
size; 
for example, good fitting array, cost effectiveness, tightly packed size and
mechanical robustness.

Standardization can only be accomplished at the system level if the underlying
materials provide consistent performance.  Variation in electrode materials from
batch-to-batch and supplier-to-supplier is unavoidable due to the probabilistic
process technology that prevails in the chemical industry today.  
 
The problem is compounded as the auto industry migrates to electrode
chemistries where performance demands a high degree of crystalline perfection.
 
Primet Precision Materials has developed a deterministic process that
approaches the ideal of single-particle processing.  Variability is greatly reduced
by exposing every particle to the same process conditions throughout its
production.  Broad adoption by materials suppliers will allow simplification and
standardization at the cell and system level.
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Safety and User considerations in Standardizing Cell Sizes
Session Code: BCS500
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Significant resources are continuously applied to addressing safety concerns, and many recent incidents have affected public perception of battery
technology safety.  How can standardized cell sizes, especially fewer sizes drive improved safety, especially in the consumer aftermarket like
second-use?  Are there lessons to be learned from the military¿s experience?

Neil Maguire, JuiceBox EnergyChairpersons - 
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Utilizing Battery Computer Aided Engineering Tools for Cell Size
Standardization

Networking and Refreshment Break

Impact of Lithium Ion Cell Size Standardization on Testing

Lithium Ion Battery Standardization For Military Vehicle Applications

Ahmad A. Pesaran, Gi-Heon Kim, Kandler Smith, Shriram
Santhanagopalan, National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Erik J. Spek, TUV SUD Canada

Yi Ding, US Army REDECOM-TARDEC
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In the last three years Department of Energy has supported development of
software tools for Computer Aided Engineering of Electric Drive Batteries
(CAEBAT).  These tools use multi-physics and multi-scale models for
electrochemical and thermal performance simulation and design of  batteries from
electrode, cell, and packs. Currently the tools can simulate a complete pack with
3-dimentional details of cells and packs and can simulate the performance under
load (current, voltage, or power vs time) and cooling strategies (fins, liquid or air
flow). The CAEBAT tools are flexible to include the mechanical models to
simulate behavior under stress loads such as crush or vibration. In this
presentation, we provide an overview of the CAEBAT tools and how they could
be used to aid the automotive battery community to arrive at standard cell sizes
based on technical information that considered a number of parameters that
could not be available just by intuition or ease of manufacturing.  The tools could
aid answering questions what aspect ratios or location of terminals would be
better for a particular cell configuration.

While cell standardization may be primarily pursued to reduce product cost and
development timing, it may also have similar benefits for cell testing. This
discussion will look at questions such as, has cell standardization historically
resulted in reduced cell testing cost, what are the cell parameters that can be
reasonably standardized and how would they affect cost and timing for testing,
and would standardization reduce the need for testing when cells change in
design.

Development of advanced Li-ion energy storage systems with improved power
and energy density in standardized form factor is the key for their applications in
military vehicles. This presentation will discuss the 6T format lithium ion batteries
for military ground vehicle platforms.
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Networking Reception
Session Code: BCR

Room Michigan
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Panel

Standardization Lessons from the Field for Remanufacturing and
Second Life

Standardization of Battery Cells Is Key to Industry Success by
Lowering Cost to OEMs and Increasing Value for Secondary Use

Expert Panel Discussion: Other Partners in the Supply Chain ¿ How
Chemistry and Second-Use Will Help

Dirk Spiers, ATC Drivetrain

Steve Tolen, Indy Power Systems
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This session will discuss real field experiences in the repair, remanufacturing,
refurbishing and now re-purposing (second life) of high voltage batteries and
cells, as well as about grading and using batteries coming out of vehicles in
Energy Storage Systems (ESS) for back-up, load shifting and peak shaving.This
session will discuss real field experiences in the repair, remanufacturing,
refurbishing and now re-purposing (second life) of high voltage batteries and
cells, as well as about grading and using batteries coming out of vehicles in
Energy Storage Systems (ESS) for back-up, load shifting and peak shaving.

Standardization of battery cells could dramatically lower cost and increase market
acceptance of hybrid and battery electric vehicles. Standardization can also
improve secondary market values which in turn allow for improved value
propositions for initial use. Other industries have dealt with emerging technology
by standardizing storage platforms with great success.  Cases of other industries'
storage standardization will be reviewed and examples of existing
commercialized secondary battery use will be discussed. Advantages and
challenges to standardization will be covered and possible solutions examined.

An engineer committed to using as few sizes as possible will look to
improvements in chemistry to get better performance from the batteries.  And if
that engineer can keep to that same range of sizes without having to rely on
changes to size to get better performance, another member of the supply chain
will benefit: the second-use companies will have a much easier time of using
those batteries for other storage applications.  Afternoon speakers will speak to
how they can effect better innovation and reuse of electric and hybrid vehicle
batteries.

Monique Richard, Toyota Motor Engineering & Mfg NA
Inc.Panelists -

Yi Ding, US Army REDECOM-TARDEC; Sung-Hoon Kim,
Samsung SDI Co., Ltd.; Ahmad A. Pesaran, National
Renewable Energy Laboratory; Erik J. Spek, TUV SUD
Canada; Dirk Spiers, ATC Drivetrain; Steve Tolen, Indy
Power Systems; 

Moderators - 


